On August 25, 2004, a series of final experiments were flown at the McKenna urban operations complex at Ft. Benning, GA. These experiments represented the culmination of the rotary wing segment of the DARPA Software Enabled Control program. To support these efforts, an open system Unmanned Aerial Vehicle testbed architecture was developed for the GTMax and GTSpy research aircraft. This paper includes a description of these systems, and then discusses results from the final experiments. This includes: fault-tolerant flight control, adaptive flight control, fault detection and accommodation, reconfigurable control, trajectory generation, envelope protection, vision-aided inertial navigation, vision-based obstacle avoidance, and the first air-launching of a hovering aircraft.
The interface to the helicopter is via a modified Yamaha Attitude Control System (YACS) that allows raw servo commands to be given without modification. The configuration also included:

- 266MHz Embedded PC, 500 Mb Flash Drive (Primary flight computer)
- 850 MHz Embedded PC, 500 Mb Flash Drive with frame grabber (Secondary flight computer)
- ISIS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) (3 accelerometers, 3 rate gyros)
- NovAtel RT-2 Differential GPS (DGPS)
- 3-Axis magnetometer
- Sonar altimeter
- Vehicle telemetry (RPM, Voltage, Remote pilot inputs)
- Actuator control interface to YACS
- 11 Mbps Ethernet data link and an Ethernet switch
- RS-232 serial data link
- CCD camera
- Axis pan/tilt/zoom camera

These components were packaged into exchangeable modules: 2 computer modules, the GPS module, the data link module (wireless Ethernet, wireless serial, Ethernet switch), and the IMU module.

These modules are placed in a vibration-isolated rack below the main body of the helicopter, which can be seen in Figure 1. There is a sonar/magnetometer assembly at the tail, a power distribution system including circuit breakers near the module rack, and mounting points for camera systems and other components under the nose. The power distribution system utilizes the onboard generator, which outputs 12V DC. It includes a hot-swappable connection to use external power. Each component has a dedicated individual circuit breaker.

Wiring external to the modules consists of RS-232 Serial, Ethernet, and 12V DC only. The complete wiring diagram is shown in Figure 2, including a typical configuration of RS-232, Ethernet, and power wiring. Note the compartmentalization in modules, dedicated power regulation within each module, and the interface to the YACS via multiple serial lines.

A payload deployment mechanism was added to the back of the helicopter to enable automatic deployment of a small payload, visible behind the avionics rack in Figure 1. This same system was also later used for the air-launching of the GTSpy small ducted fan aircraft.

![GTMax wiring diagram](image-url)
**GTSpy Small Ducted Fan**

The GTSpy, Figure 3, is based on a micro/organic air vehicle platform (the MASS HeliSpy, 11 inch duct diameter). The GTSpy avionics architecture is similar to the GTMax, however greatly miniaturized, with custom made processor and primary sensor components shown in Figure 4. It does not include the magnetometer, sonar, radar, second computer, wireless network, generator, pan/tilt camera, or the Yamaha electronics. A video transmitter is however added to enable off-board video processing. Smaller and lighter GPS and IMU hardware is utilized.

![Figure 3 – GTSpy Research UAV, 6 pounds, 11 inch diameter duct utilizes the MASS HeliSpy airframe](image)

**Common Software Infrastructure**

The baseline navigation system (used for both vehicles) running on the flight computer is a 17 state Extended Kalman Filter. The normal baseline flight controller is an adaptive neural network trajectory following controller with 7 neural network outputs for each of the 7 degrees of freedom. The 7 degrees of freedom include the usual 6 rigid-body degrees of freedom plus a degree of freedom for rotor RPM.

Simulator tools were developed that run on personal computers or laptops. They include an aircraft model, the aircraft interface model, and sensor models. The aircraft model has six rigid-body degrees of freedom plus engine, fuel, and rotor dynamics. The scene generator is a real-time 3-D graphics window, Figure 5, showing the aircraft and the terrain, and has additional functionality to aid in data visualization or use in the UAV Ground Control Station (GCS).

![Figure 5 – Simulator and Ground Control Station (GCS) interface](image)

Operating system specific software is minimized, and so most software is common for both the GTMax and the GTSpy, including GCS, navigation, guidance, controller, and communications. To support the research needs of both of these vehicles, operating-system-specific software has been developed to enable it to operate under the µC operating system as well as QNX, Windows, and Linux.

The GTMax software flight configuration for the SEC final experiments is illustrated in Figure 6. The Open Control Platform (OCP) managed software components operating on the secondary computer, while the primary flight computer conducted nominal guidance, navigation, and flight control tasks. For some specific tests, flight control functionality is transferred to the secondary computer.
RESULTS

More than 250 research flight tests have been conducted on the GTMax. The majority of this was for SEC program testing. Approximately 15 untethered flights of the GTSpy have been conducted, including air deployment from another aircraft. Both aircraft were utilized in final demonstrations for that program in August 2004. This section summarizes results from these activities, including some SEC rotary wing final experiments results that occurred after August 2004. Video of many of these tests can be found at: http://uav.ae.gatech.edu.

Most of these results were obtained in four flights at the McKenna Soldier Battle Lab in Ft. Benning Georgia. Mission (flight) #1 was an unmanned supply sustainment mission that included the automated delivery of supplies to an urban area. Mission #2 was a Reconnaissance mission. During both of these missions, vehicle damage was simulated that resulted in a change in the course of the mission. The technologies demonstrated were adaptive control, trajectory generation, adaptive mode transitioning control, fault tolerant control, extreme maneuver guidance, vision-aided inertial navigation, envelope protection, and envelope reshaping for fault accommodation. The final two flights at the McKenna facility were used to demonstrate the GTMax and the GTSpy research aircraft individually.

Neural Network Adaptive Control (Georgia Tech)

The adaptive flight control system that tracks desired trajectories has been tested extensively on the GTMax and the GTSpy. For these tests, a simple linear model corresponding to the hover flight condition is the only model information provided a priori to the system. Online training of the neural network is relied upon to correct for the resulting model error over the entire speed flight envelope of the helicopter.

For the GTMax, the neural network adaptive flight control system was utilized for all takeoffs and landings, and for any flight conditions in Mission #1 and Mission #2 that required flight control. Figure 1 shows the helicopter departing for one of these missions utilizing this system. The system had previously been tested for the complete speed envelope of the aircraft. For automatic takeoffs and landings, the navigation system determines if the helicopter is on the ground by comparing the altitude above ground level (AGL) with a pre-selected value. Landings end with a slow vertical descent command until ground contact is detected and rotor RPM and collective pitch are reduced to an idle state.

A key part of mission #1 was an unmanned supply sustainment element, where the GTMax utilizing the neural network adaptive flight controller was commanded to drop off its supply container at a prescribed location in the urban section of the McKenna facility at a prescribed time – demonstrating a required-time-of-arrival capability (note that chronologically this event took place after the Active Mode Transition Controller test described below).

A number of tethered and approximately 15 untethered flights using the small autopilot on the GTSpy were conducted, all in 2004. One of these flights was at the August 2004 SEC final experiments. These flights included operations in some wind gusts (up to about 15 knots airspeed), automatic takeoff and landing.

State Dependent Riccati Equation Control (Oregon Graduate Institute)

A State Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) control design was tested, providing trajectory-tracking low-level control for the helicopter. This involved formulation of a system of equations into pseudo-linear form and on-line iterative solution of a Riccati Equation. An additional nonlinear compensator replaces traditional trim control for faster dynamic response and compensation for model error. The ground track for this segment of the flight is illustrated in Figure 7.

Adaptive Mode Transition Control (Georgia Tech)

Active Mode Transition Control (AMTC) is designed to accommodate internal and external disturbances by enabling smooth transition between multiple flight control system modes. An external disturbance was simulated by modifying state information provided to the controller in such a way to emulate a wind shear severe enough that the system
switched smoothly to an alternate control mode. This flight path segment is also illustrated in Figure 7.

**Figure 7** – Ground track for first segments of Mission #1: Neural network adaptive controller for takeoff, SDRE controller for large pattern, and AMTC controller for smaller pattern. Image represents an area about one third of a mile across.

**Aggressive Maneuver Guidance Logic (Draper)**

In Aggressive Maneuver Guidance Logic (AMGL), discrete dynamics-based motion primitives (maneuvers) capture the capability of the aircraft. Flight logic then stacks these elemental maneuvers to synthesize a desired trajectory. This was demonstrated by flight over the urban section of the McKenna facility, including simulated introduction of a sniper fire position that necessitated aggressive maneuvering to maintain terrain/obstacle masking to protect the vehicle. The flight path around the village is illustrated in Figure 8.

**Validation and Verification (Honeywell)**

A computational verification of the AMGL test was conducted, where an automated set of simulation runs were utilized to estimate the limits on wind and trajectory tracking performance required to achieve a given confidence level for mission success (as a probability). This was a demonstration of the capability to achieve such a test at the mission level, and proved directly useful by providing a basis for wind limitations for the AMGL experiment to be conducted.

**Intelligent Reconfigurable Control (SSCI)**

An adaptive reconfigurable controller was developed, which provides on-line failure detection, identification, and reconfiguration. This system was tested by simulating reduced tail rotor effectiveness and reduced collective-pitch effectiveness. In all cases, the controller was not given knowledge of the failures. The failures had to be identified by the subsequent effect on the dynamics of the aircraft.

A related path planning capability was also tested, which calculates a set of optimal waypoints as required to avoid known obstacles or pop-up threats under basic kinematic/dynamic vehicle-environment constraints utilizing a quasi-discrete differential games approach.

**Fault Tolerant Control (Georgia Tech)**

The scenario of a stuck collective pitch actuator was simulated in flight by limiting the deflection of swash plate actuators in such a way to prevent changes in collective pitch. A fault tolerant control module was developed that generated a rotor RPM command that allows the existing flight controller to continue to function, albeit at reduced capability. A typical flight test result is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, where up and down step responses of 10 feet were performed in between hover segments. Altitude hold performance is significantly worse without collective pitch, but still effective.
collective pitch when rolling left or right, which necessitates corresponding changes in rotor RPM to maintain vertical tracking. In all cases performance is degraded, but control is maintained, making a return to base or revised mission feasible (note that chronologically this later test was at the end of the second SEC final experiment mission).

For the SEC final experiments, this RPM-control reconfiguration was utilized to “save” the aircraft after simulated damage, bringing the aircraft back to the landing area at low speed and limited to gentle maneuvers. This ended the first mission of the SEC final experiments.

Subsequent tests also included simulated failure of an individual swash-plate actuator, where only combinations of cyclic and collective pitch were possible – and rotor RPM utilized to maintain vertical control throughout. A stuck actuator on the right side swash plate result is shown in Figure 11. This particular failure makes it necessary to change

**Vision-Aided Inertial Navigation (Georgia Tech)**

In these tests, a 2-D vision sensor looking at a selected image target aided an Inertial Navigation System (INS) on the GTMax\(^3\). Target location in the image and size of the target were used to provide updates to the INS to bound drift in the position and velocity estimates. This was accomplished by augmenting the existing GTMax navigation system with the vision input, and simply disregarding GPS information during tests. This navigation solution was utilized by the autopilot, resulting in automated flight of an unmanned rotorcraft without GPS; significant for the case of GPS failure, denial, or poor signal such as in an urban scenario. A block diagram of this architecture is shown in Figure 12.

Several different optical targets have been used, including an artificial one, and windows on actual buildings. Typical results are shown for one position axis (North/South) is in Figure 13, showing commanded position, estimated, and raw GPS data for comparison. Pictures from the close approach to a building at the beginning of the second SEC final experiment mission are shown in Figure 14. The approach to the building was utilized to locate a sniper,
who subsequently attempted to flee the area. The human operator then commanded adjustments to camera angle and position of the GTMax to follow the sniper.

![Figure 12 – Vision-aided inertial navigation architecture, where inertial + vision navigation solution is utilized by the autopilot](image)

**Figure 12** – Vision-aided inertial navigation architecture, where inertial + vision navigation solution is utilized by the autopilot

![Figure 13 – Commanded, estimated, and raw GPS position for a single axis (GPS data used for comparison). Vehicle is about 100 ft from the image target.](image)

**Figure 13** – Commanded, estimated, and raw GPS position for a single axis (GPS data used for comparison). Vehicle is about 100 ft from the image target.

**Automatic Flight Envelope Protection (Georgia Tech)**

An automatic flight envelope protection system that utilizes an online trained neural network to predict and then avoid flight envelope limits was then tested during simulated evasion of a simulated threat from the ground. It should be noted that this work was done utilizing the neural network adaptive flight controller described previously, demonstrating stability of simultaneous adaptive limit detection and flight control. Flight tests conducted to date include avoidance of a normal load factor limit and a rotor stall prediction parameter (Erits factor, in units of speed)\(^1\). In the SEC final experiments, the system was utilized to perform a rapid turn around at high speed while not exceeding these two limits.
Fault-Adaptive Control (Vanderbilt)

For the previously mentioned stuck cyclic actuator test, the fault detection function was accomplished utilizing bond graph models for the actuators and a diagnosis engine. Results indicated correct detection of fault in 2-3 seconds. No false positive detections were experienced in the flight testing phase.

Automatic Obstacle Avoidance Using Stereo Vision (SSCI)

A stereo pair of cameras was utilized to automatically identify an obstacle and reroute the GTMax around that obstacle during several tests in September and November 2004. A picture from one such test is shown in Figure 15.

Airborne Deployment of a Rotorcraft (Georgia Tech)

In preparation for an airborne launch of the GTSpy from the GTMax, the GTSpy was installed on the tail of the GTMax is shown in Figure 16. An additional wireless modem was also added to the GTMax to allow it to relay digital communications between the ground and the GTSpy.

On November 20, 2004, the GTSpy was dropped from the GTMax while the GTMax was in an automatic hover at approximately 400 ft above ground level. The GTSpy fell tail first until it was able to arrest the descent and smoothly went into a hover 80 ft below the GTMax. A picture of both aircraft immediately after the separation is shown in Figure 17. It is believed that this is first time a hovering aircraft was ever air launched from another aircraft. Subsequently, both the GTMax and GTSpy were maneuvered independently.

Figure 15 – GTMax with stereo cameras re-plans route to avoid collision with actual obstacle

Figure 16 – GTSpy mounted on the tail of the GTMax in preparation for air launch

Figure 17 – GTSpy is dropped from hovering GTMax (sequence of four images); GTSpy subsequently hovered 80 feet below the GTMax; This is believed to be the first time a hovering aircraft has ever been air launched
CONCLUSIONS

This paper described flight test results obtained from two research unmanned rotorcraft: the GTMax, a small helicopter, and the GTSpy, a micro ducted-fan rotorcraft, in final experiments of the DARPA Software Enabled Control program. An open system UAV testbed architecture was described for the two aircraft. The testbed architecture enabled a wide array of different approaches to be tested safely and effectively. Flight test results included: fault-tolerant adaptive flight control, fault detection and accommodation, reconfigurable control, envelope protection, vision-aided inertial navigation, vision-based obstacle avoidance, and the first air-launching of a hovering aircraft. What these results have in common is that they have the potential to enable future unmanned systems to be more reliable through improved fault tolerance and fault accommodation, and to be able to perform more difficult missions.
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